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How to
Make a lighthouse



Scissors
Crayons, coloured felt pens or coloured pencils
sticky tape

In your kit (or find similar items to DIY)
A3 template (you can download the template from our website
www.handsonart.org.au)
Square cardboard base (25cm x 25cm)
Round disc (or cut a round shape from card about 10cm in diameter)
Cellophane (or something sparkly to represent your light)
Clear cup (or something to represent the light on top of your lighthouse)

You will need:

 

2. Colour in your design. There are 2 parts - the outside of your lighthouse
and the rectangular strip which will be the railing on the platform on top of
the lighthouse. Be as creative as you like.

3. Carefully cut out the long rectangular strip and the lighthouse template
following the bold black line. Be careful not to cut off the tabs 

4. Roll the lighthouse to make a cone shape. 

Shine a Light
Lighthouse Instructions

Choose your design - there are 3 to choose (see below) from in your kit
or download the design at handsonart.org.au 

1.



5. Tape the long edges of the lighthouse together

6. Fold the tabs on the bottom of the lighthouse outwards 

7. Put the lighthouse onto the cardboard base. Place it so that each tab is
facing a corner

8. Attach the 4 tabs to the base with sticky tape

9. Fold out the tabs at the top of the lighthouse and put the round disc on
top of the tabs

10. Tape the tabs to the round disc. This is the lighthouse platform

11.Put some sparkly cellophane in the cup and tape the cup to the
platform. This is the lighthouse light. Use 3 or 4 pieces of tape to secure
the cup to the round disc

12.(Optional) Wrap the long rectangular strip (B) around the platform and
tape it to the platform from underneath

Shine a Light
Lighthouse Instructions

Your lighthouse is finished!!


